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MOSAIC PICTURE FRAME!

This colorful picture frame is super easy to make. Add a favorite photo, and it will the perfect present for someone special!

Supplies in kit
• pre-cut folding frame
• mosaic grid template

What you’ll need from home
• glue stick or liquid school glue
• scissors
• colored markers, pencils, watercolor paint, or crayons

Directions
1. Turn the mosaic grid template over to the blank side and color it completely, as pictured. If you use watercolor paints, be sure to let it dry before moving to the next step.

2. Using the grid on the uncolored side as a guide, cut out the “tiles.” Be sure to mix them up before gluing them to the frame to create a colorful mosaic pattern! Then, select a photo to place in the frame.
3. Open the frame and add glue to the edge of the opening, carefully position your photo, close the back, and there you are! A wonderful gift for someone to treasure!

Please note: If you need to flatten the “tiles,” I recommend turning the frame over to the solid side and placing a heavy book on the frame for an hour or so.

**BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS**

* A Present from LuLu by Caroline Uff
* The Hanukkah Mice by Steven Kroll
* Thank You Bear by Greg Foley
* Snowy and Chinook by Robin Mitchell
* Shall I knit You a Hat? by Kate Klise